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Bāgh-I Samanzār-I Nūshāb: Tracing a Landscape,
Based on the British Library’s Mas_navī
of Humāy u Humāyūn
Depictions of open spaces are a recurring motif in the
Humāy u Humāyūn1 by Khvaju Kirmani (d. 1352).2 A retelling of an ancient love story, the work is a masnavī in
the mutaqārib meter consisting of 4,407 verses. Completed in Baghdad in 1331,3 it follows in the footsteps of
the Khamsa (Quintet) of Nizami (d. ca. 1209).4 Khvaju’s
narration is dramatic in structure, and as a masnavī the
work has strong visual properties. In order to understand and elucidate the characteristics of the garden as
depicted in this fourteenth-century work, this article
specifically examines the features of a place introduced
in the text known as bāgh-i Samanzār-i nūshāb (Garden
of Jasmine Beds of the Water of Eternal Life), referred to
here as Samanzar Garden.
The Humāy u Humāyūn was considered a poetic text
with mystical elements.5 The theme of this story is found
in other works such as the Samak-i ʿAyyār and Zāt alṢuvar: each recounts the tale of a prince (or princes) falling in love with the daughter of the Faghfūr, that is, the
Emperor of China. However, while thematically similar,
these three narrations fall into three different genres.
The Samak-i ʿAyyār6 is a folk tale related to the nature of
the ʿayyār (i.e., futuwwa [brotherhoods])7 and Zāt alṢuvar, the last story in Rumi’s Masnavī, is didactic in
scope.8 Of these works, only the Humāy u Humāyūn contains depictions of garden scenes. It has been illustrated
several times and the earliest version, a manuscript of
three masnavīs produced for Sultan Ahmad Jalayir
(r. 1382–1410) and now in the British Library, has been
echoed widely in Persian painting.9 Dated 798 (1396),
this manuscript, which was copied by Mir ʿAli ibn Ilyas
al-Tabrizi al-Bavarchi, includes ninety-three folios, three
illuminated ex libris (sing. ʿunvān), one ornamental medallion (shamsa), and nine paintings,10 one of which (on
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fol. 45b) was signed by Junayd Naqqash-i Sultani.11 The
spatial aspects of Samanzar Garden can be discerned
through close scrutiny of Khvaju’s poetry and of the depicted scenes inspired by it.12
SCENES INVOLVING BĀGH-I SAMANZĀR-I NŪSHĀB
Descriptions of bāgh-i Samanzār-i nūshāb can be found
in seven scenes of Khvaju’s Humāy u Humāyūn. In the
story, the garden is located in China (mulk-i Chīn), and
we first encounter it as Humay finishes his journey there
from Syria (Shām).13 Four scenes depicting this garden
appear one after the other in the midst of the narrative
after Humay’s arrival in China: these are “Humay goes
hunting with the Faghfur”; “Hunting scene and Humay’s
malingering”; “Humay in bāgh-i Samanzār and Humayun’s palace”; and “Humay is captured in bāgh-i
Samanzār.” Two other scenes, “Humay at the gate of Humayun’s palace” and “Battle of Humay and Humayun,”
concern events that take place six months later,14 when
Humay has been released from the fortress of Turan. The
last scene in which the garden appears, “Feast and music
at bāgh-i Samanzār,” comes as the story concludes, after
Humay defeats the Faghfur and assumes his throne. The
last three were illustrated in the British Library’s Three
Masnavis. Three scenes occur outside of Samanzar Garden,15 and three others take place within the bāgh and
include interior sequences.16 The remaining painting,
“Humay at the gate of Humayun’s palace,” depicts a
scene just in front of the bāgh. These tableaux may,
therefore, help us to understand various aspects of the
garden, including its interior and exterior spaces and
also its surroundings.
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“Humay goes hunting with the Faghfur”
Even though this scene does not take place in Samanzar
Garden or the vicinity, but rather in the iwan or palace
of the Faghfur, it nevertheless includes important details
about the garden. Some of these become apparent in the
description provided by the Faghfur’s messenger, who
alludes to the distance of “one manzil” (one-day’s ride)
between Samanzar Garden and the king’s royal seat
(ārāmgāh),17 where the Faghfur and Humayun, his
daughter, live.18 The messenger says that one of the best
times to visit the garden is in the spring, especially in the
month of Urdibihisht (April 21–May 21), when the plants
start their new life and create a beautiful scene similar
to Paradise.19 The garden is located on the way to the
Faghfur’s hunting grounds (with which it probably had
some connection), next to a field (dasht) and a foothill
meadow (rāgh), venues suitable for sightseeing, walking, and leisure.20
“Hunting scene and Humay’s malingering”
Hearing the messenger’s explanation, Humay realizes
that he will be away from Humayun during the hunting
season. When the hunt is over and the hillside turns red
with blood, the horsemen head to a prairie (marghzār).21
They gallop to the other hunting ground but Humay
feigns illness and remains where he is. The king tells him
to stay in this soothing field of tulips (lālazār) and to join
them the next day.22 After the Faghfur departs, Humay
quickly leaps up and heads to Samanzar Garden. On his
way, he passes by the field of tulips, as well as a spring,
and a mountain.23 These elements help us to understand the ambience of bāgh-i Samanzār-i nūshāb and to
visualize the natural setting of the surrounding areas.24
“Humay in bāgh-i Samanzār-i nūshāb and Humayun’s
palace”
When Humay arrives at Humayun’s palace in Samanzar
Garden,25 he throws a lasso and climbs up to the roof of
a structure known as a ṭāram,26 where he finds a guard
and kills him.27 Although the term ṭāram28 has several
different meanings, its association here with the guard
leads us to conclude it refers in this instance to an enclosure. The painter of this scene, Junayd, clearly inferred this meaning of ṭāram when he depicted an

enclosure around the palace in the image on fol. 18b
(fig. 1). Nevertheless, it is possible that the poet here intended ṭāram to refer to an interior space to focus attention on those attending the soirée inside, including
Humayun. After this event, Humay approaches the “parda sarāy” (a designation for the harem)29 and hears the
sound of the “parda sarāy” (a singer)30 coming from the
harem.31 Khvaju continues his story, mentioning that
the drunken residents of the iwan (palace) had caused
a ruckus.32 Either the harem (parda sarāy) is a part of
the palace of Humayun or her palace constitutes a parda
sarāy.
After killing the guard, Humay takes his chūbak (similar to a drumstick)33 and climbs to the top of a building,
where he plays a melody in the maqām-i ḥijāz.34 His music echoes throughout the ṭāram, and the musician in
the palace (sarā) falls silent.35 Here the word “ṭāram”
refers to a place with a lofty ceiling, in an allusion to
heaven’s dome.36 Humay continues his melody, singing
a ghazal in “bām-i ḥiṣār,” a phrase that has two meanings, both applicable in this scene.37 In terms of music,
it is a melody at the climax of the maqām-i ḥijāz, but it
can also refer to the roof of the palace.38 When those
drinking in the bustānsarāy (a building inside a garden
or adjacent to it)39 hear the song, the beauteous musician in the ṭāram leaves her instrument.40 All listen to
Humay’s song and swoon. When he finishes, he walks
around the roof and glimpses into the shabistān through
a hole in the roof.
The poet specifies that this private quarter is out of
the sight of strangers.41 Khvaju refers only to one particular building despite using various terms for it.42 This
building has a ṭāram, a high-ceilinged space, but Khvaju
uses different words to refer to the building as a whole.
He sometimes uses the general term iwan but at other
times alludes to the specific building type: sarā, sha
bistān, khalvat, or harem. Occasionally, he refers to an
interior space, known as the ṭāram, which is suitable for
merriment, feasting, and listening to music. From time
to time he uses terms that identify the building’s location, such as bustānsarāy, which refers to a mansion or
pavilion facing or surrounded by an impressive garden.
Having stayed in Humayun’s palace during the night,
Humay leaves the shabistān in the morning and goes
from the harem to the chaman (a parterre or garden bed
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Fig. 1. “Humay at the gate of Humayun’s palace.” Khvaju Kirmani, Three Masnavīs, Baghdad, 798 (1396), produced for Sultan
Ahmad Jalayir. London, British Library, Add Ms. 18113, fol. 18b. © The British Library Board. (Photo: courtesy of the British
Library)
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area).43 He gets on his horse and is attempting to ride
away when an old farmer (sometimes also referred to as
a gardener)44 suddenly approaches from the būstān (another part of the bāgh) and detains him.45 Humay kills
the gardener and gallops toward the plain (ṣaḥrā).46
This scene indicates that the “chaman” 47 might be an
area around or beside the palace and that the palace is
a shabistān, a private quarter. At least one type of chaman has an actual connection with the palace and is also
connected in some way to the exterior of the garden. The
term can thus be understood to designate the central
part of the garden’s court, which was close to the palace.
The poet does not explicitly define the relationship between the interior and the exterior of the garden. However, something the gardener says shows that the garden
had an enclosure, since “nobody can enter Samanzar
Garden but the daughter of the Faghfur.”48 Humay
wants to stealthily flee, but he must pass through the
garden first. The poet thus wants to depict the palace as
a pavilion, or at least as surrounded by green space in
front of the enclosure. This enclosure is overlooked in
another description in the Humāy u Humāyūn, when the
poet discusses the bāgh-i parīyān (the fairies’ garden),
as well as a garden in mulk-i khāvar (the Eastern dominion). Khvaju says that Humay went toward the bustān
and saw a palace inside whose walls and adobe were
made from agate and gold.49 A fairy saw Humay close to
the bārgāh (which here means palace) and asked him
how he had come there and whether he had been there
the previous night or was just coming then.50 According
to the poet’s description and the dialogue between the
fairy and Humay, the garden could not have been enclosed. Khvaju also describes another scene in the royal
garden in the mulk-i khāvar when Humay and his companions go from the harem to the būstān. In that case,
the poet’s description implies an enclosure.51
“Humay is captured in bāgh-i Samanzār”
After slaying the old gardener, a bewildered Humay
rides into the desert and decides to return to Samanzar
Garden when he sees the Faghfur approaching on his
horse. He prostrates himself before the Faghfur.52 One
of the attendants at the royal tent (bārgāh)53 whispers
to the king about the previous night’s adventure, though
without mentioning the relations between the two

lovers.54 The Faghfur angrily orders his guards to arrest
Humay and take him to the fortress (diz) of Turan.55 In
this depiction, the poet simultaneously uses two terms,
sarāparda56 and bārgāh, to designate a tented structure.57
“Humay at the gate of Humayun’s palace”
Having been released from the fortress of Turan by
Samanrukh,58 Humay gallops towards Humayun’s palace.59 Arriving at the gate,60 he sees Humayun on the
palace roof and begs her to open the door, saying, “Do
not close the door on this poor wretch while you capture
his heart.”61 Humay had been at this location before,
when he had slain the guard and entered the garden. His
long conversation62 with Humayun proves fruitless, and
he returns to the plain.63
This scene was illustrated on fol. 18b of the British
Library’s manuscript of the Three Masnavīs. The painting shows Humayun’s palace enclosed by a wall, a space
that seems to be part of Samanzar Garden (fig. 1). Samanrukh had told Humay that the Faghfur had gone
hunting,64 and that Humayun had come to Samanzar
Garden as usual.65 Khvaju did not precisely describe this
garden around the palace, and the painter would have
had to illustrate it based on his own assumptions. Scrutinizing this scene and the paintings on fols. 23a and 40a
(figs. 2 and 9), along with their visual concepts, we see
that the palace and its enclosed surrounding area were
situated on a hill-like bluff forming a precipice on the
right side. In his analysis of the paintings, Oleg Grabar
mentions this venue,66 and remarks: “The wall isolates
what is an equally monochrome universe, despite the
flower and trees of the floral garden with its tower clad
in tiles and finely worked wood. The contrast between
the world of the horseman and that of the young woman
looking out from the top of the tower is striking.”67
In describing the painting on fol. 18b, Sheila Canby
notes:
While symbolism in Persian painting is almost never specific in the way that one would expect of fourteenth-century Italian or Netherlandish art, certainly here nature and
architecture are used to reinforce the subject and emphasize its meaning. By using the whole page, reducing the scale
of the figures and placing them back from the picture plane,
Junayd has produced a complex and intricate mise en scene,
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the prototype for some of the most beloved paintings of the
Timurid and Safavid periods.68

The garden, situated in a cream-colored surrounding,
features various types of trees in addition to the decoration adorning the palace. One finds trees with red and
orange fruits, another one in full bloom, a plane tree, an
elm, walnut trees, and two poplars, their colors in harmony with the garden as a whole. Outside the enclosed
area one sees a cypress tree, a broadleaf tree, and two
willows. These are visually different from the trees inside the garden, perhaps because the latter are tended
to by gardeners. For example, the cypress has extra
branches on top that need pruning. Indeed, this may
have been the painter’s way of highlighting the role
played by the gardeners. Despite the importance of cypress trees in the pictorial composition of the abovementioned paintings, the cypress on fol. 18b does not
play such a role, and so has been placed behind the text
box. There are very few colorful birds among the majority depicted in black and white or gray, though the two
birds shown in color within the garden are much more
vibrant in hue than those on the outside, again highlighting the multi-colored nature of the enclosed area.
The flower shrubs inside the garden are bigger than
the others, except for the row of flower shrubs along the
stream close to the lower edge of the painting. The painter’s pronounced focused on the ornate enclosed area
and garden is noticeable, though he has not ignored the
cultivation of the outer terrain.
“Battle of Humay and Humayun”
After they argue and Humay leaves, Humayun regrets
her behavior and follows him. She chances upon the
coppice (bīsha) where Humay is resting.69 Humayun
calls to him, saying “What are you doing here in the darkness of night; perhaps you intend to go to Humayun’s
palace?”70 Her question shows that the coppice was not
far from the palace or was perhaps intended as a preserve for Samanzar Garden. Humayun challenges him.
A battle begins and Humay quickly overcomes her. As
he is about to behead her, she removes her helmet. Humay swoons and when he regains consciousness, they
embrace.71 Afterward, Fahrshah, Bihzad, and the army
of mulk-i khāvar arrive.72 When they erect a tent
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(khargāh)73 and seat Humay on the throne,74 he writes
a letter to the Faghfur.75
The visual characteristics of this scene illuminate one
of the most dramatic sequences described by the poet.76
The warm cream-colored area surrounding the garden
in the painting on fol. 18b (fig. 1), which Grabar called a
“monochrome universe,” can be seen as well in the picture on fol. 23a (fig. 2) of the British Library’s manuscript
of the Three Masnavīs. Grabar describes this entire scene
as seemingly “suspended in a universe,”77 a characterization that also applies to the painting on fol. 18b, where
both the palace and the garden court are surrounded—
the palace by the garden and the garden by nature itself.
The palace, garden court, and surrounding flora and
fauna are then set off from everything else by the precipice. It seems that the round ground has been oddly
suspended in the painting frame. The artist possibly intended to focus the viewer’s attention on the garden and
its environs, and thus decided to eliminate all other distractions. This symbolic viewpoint is also apparent in
the painting on fol. 23a (fig. 2), regarding which Teresa
Fitzherbert notes, “The concept of the mirror image is
depicted with consummate skill. Humay and Humayun
are face to face, the lover and beloved at the moment of
recognition, and this is echoed in the natural world
throughout the composition; the horses are confronted,
the trees are set in pairs, the whole in floating ellipse
with the eye contact of the lovers as its point of stasis.”78
A. T. Adamova found the painting full of meanings comparable to the poetry.79 She further states, “As for the
representation of nature, the creation of a sort of supernatural beauty has demanded the total renunciation of
realistic perspective.”80
Even before Adamova, Basil Gray made note of the
round forms in the paintings on fols. 18b and 23a.81 He
observes: “…perhaps the most fundamental change is
that the movement is entirely internal to the composition with a strong circular tendency.”82 These works, he
says, go beyond the feeling of two-dimensionality, which
had existed in paintings earlier and up to 1388 contemporary with Junayd.83
The image “Khusraw comes to Shirin’s castle (palace),” from the Khamsa of Nizami in the British Library
(fig. 3),84 has a spatial arrangement similar to that seen
in the painting on fol. 18b of Khvaju’s Three Masnavīs.
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Fig. 2. “Battle of Humay and Humayun.” Khvaju Kirmani, Three Masnavīs, Baghdad, 798 (1396), produced for Sultan Ahmad
Jalayir. London, British Library, Add Ms. 18113, fol. 23a. © The British Library Board. (Photo: courtesy of the British Library)
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Fig. 4. “Nushirvan at the house of Mahbud.” The dispersed
Great Ilkhanid Shāhnāma manuscript, probably Tabriz,
Ilkhanid period, 1330–35. New York, Metropolitan Museum
of Art, 1952 (52.20.2). © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
(Photo: courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)

Fig. 3. “Khusraw comes to Shirin’s castle (palace).” Nizami,
Khamsa, Baghdad, 1386–88. London, British Library, Or.
13297, fol. 80a. © The British Library Board. (Photo: courtesy
of the British Library)

The former painting features an architectural setting
similar to Humayun’s palace, with an impressive façade
and an open space in front of the palace. This setting
became a motif in the fourteenth century, used to represent a palace being approached by an important individual. The scene is enlivened by the servants at the door
and the attendants and court ladies looking out the window. This architectural setting also figures prominently
in the painting “Nushirvan at the house of Mahbud,”
from the dispersed Great Ilkhanid Shāhnāma manuscript (fig. 4).85 Such works show that two-dimensionality was a routine aspect of painting in the fourteenth
century. In this respect figures 3 and 4, which show a
section of the palace and the open space, are distinct
from the three-dimensionality of the painting by Junayd.

In discussing the “momentous changes in book painting
in western Iran in the 1390s,” David Roxburgh writes:
“One manuscript in particular, Khvaju Kirmani’s Three
Masnavis (dated 1396), heralds the arrival of what will
become commonplace in Persianate painting.”86 Junayd’s work introduced a new pictorial template to signify the representation of space.
In Persian painting, it was common to follow the
models offered by earlier paintings. For instance, the
painter of the work on fol. 53a of a manuscript of Humāy
u Humāyūn illustrated for Baysunghur Mirza in Herat in
831 (1427) (fig. 5),87 was probably inspired by the spatial
arrangement of Junayd’s painting on fol. 18b. He followed Junayd’s composition in his use of spatial depth
and also placed elements such as the enclosed area and
stream in the same positions. He also recalls Junayd’s
work in terms of details from fol. 18b such as the material out of which the enclosure is constructed and its
denticulate edge. Also, the sole existing folio from a lost
illustrated manuscript of Humāy u Humāyūn dated circa
834 (1430) contains the painting “In a dream Humay sees
Humayun in a garden,” which shows a corner of an enclosed floral garden at nighttime (fig. 6).88 This work
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Fig. 5. “Humayun locked in a fortified palace by her father,
the Faghfūr of China.” Humāy u Humāyūn, Herat, 831 (1427),
illustrated for Baysunghur Mirza. Vienna, Nationalbibliothek,
Cod. N. F. 382, fol. 53a. (Photo: courtesy of the Nationalbibliothek)

Fig. 6. “In a dream Humay sees Humayun in a garden.” The
sole existing folio from a lost illustrated manuscript of
Humāy u Humāyūn, Herat, ca. 834 (1430) or 829 (1425). Paris,
Musée des Arts Decoratifs, inv. no. 3727. (Photo: courtesy of
the Musée des Arts Decoratifs)

might be based on Junayd’s painting on fol. 3b (fig. 7),
although with respect to Khvaju’s text, the two abovementioned paintings depict other locations and not Samanzar Garden. 89 However, taking the other illustrated
manuscripts before and after Junayd’s work in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries into consideration (figs.
3–6) and comparing the pictorial template of similar
scenes, we see that Junayd did not emulate the models
of earlier paintings. He rather introduced remarkable
innovations and developed them to create a new pictorial genre. In addition to the poet’s descriptions, therefore, the concept of Samanzar Garden was formulated
more on the basis of the painter’s visual experience and

imagination than on emulation of previous depictions.
Junayd’s attempt to convey depth of space continued
in book painting throughout the fifteenth century. For
instance, in the painting “Rustam responds to Isfandiyar” (fig. 8) in the Baysunghuri Shāhnāma produced in
Herat in 833 (1429),90 spatial depth is portrayed in a
manner significantly similar to that seen in “Feast and
music in bāgh-i Samanzār” (fig. 9), on fol. 40a in the British Library’s Three Masnavīs.91 In a parallel manner, the
painting on fol. 18b of the latter manuscript might have
been a template for the manner in which to portray a
building and its surrounding area with depth of space.
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Fig. 7. “Bihzad found drunk by Humay and Azarafruz.” Khvaju Kirmani, Three Masnavīs, Baghdad, 798 (1396), produced for
Sultan Ahmad Jalayir. London, British Library, Add Ms. 18113, fol. 3b. © The British Library Board. (Photo: courtesy of the
British Library)

This model was apparently followed in the painting
“Gulnaz, the maid, and Ganjvar-i Ardavan meet Ardashir” (fig. 10)92 in the Baysunghuri Shāhnāma (fig.
10).93 A few important questions arise regarding the depiction of space in a painting. How has Junayd illustrated the poet’s description of a scene, particularly since he
has inserted more details than are found in Khvaju’s description? More importantly, what sort of common
themes can be found among his illustrated scenes? And
how has one particular garden been portrayed in these
paintings?
←
Fig. 8. “Rustam responds to Isfandiyar.” Baysunghuri Shāh
nāma, Herat, 833 (1429), illustrated for Baysunghur Mirza.
Tehran, Gulistan Palace Library, Ms. 716. (Photo: courtesy of
the Gulistan Palace Library)
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Fig. 9. “Feast and music in bāgh-i Samanzār.” Khvaju Kirmani, Three Masnavīs, Baghdad, 798 (1396), produced for Sultan
Ahmad Jalayir. London, British Library, Add Ms. 18113, fol. 40a. © The British Library Board. (Photo: courtesy of the British
Library)
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Fig. 10. “Gulnaz, the maid, and Ganjvar-i Ardavan meet Ardashir.” Baysunghuri Shāhnāma, Herat, 833 (1429), illustrated
for Baysunghur Mirza. Tehran, Gulistan Palace Library, Ms.
716. (Photo: courtesy of the Gulistan Palace Library)

Fig. 11. “The wedding night of Humay and Humayun.” Khvaju
Kirmani, Three Masnavīs, Baghdad, 798 (1396), produced for
Sultan Ahmad Jalayir. London, British Library, Add Ms. 18113,
fol. 45a. © The British Library Board. (Photo: courtesy of the
British Library)

The way nature is depicted in the “Battle of Humay
and Humayun” on fol. 23a (fig. 2) is also noteworthy. In
his studies on spatial issues in Persian painting close to
Junayd’s period, Leo Bronstein refers to architectural
elements in Junayd’s paintings that relate to the narration of the Humāy u Humāyūn. Regarding another painting by Junayd in the British Library’s Three Masnavīs, on
fol. 45a (fig. 11), he writes:

As Bronstein observed above, the second terrain seen in
the painting on fol. 23a is located above the battlefield,
at the edge behind the trees. Indeed, according to Fitzherbert, the battlefield, which, as mentioned earlier,
includes characters facing one another, confronted
horses, paired bows and flags, and trees arranged in
pairs, is itself one part of a pair showing two distinct
natural settings:95 the combat takes place in the foreground, which is covered by a small amount of grass
with a monotone cold and bluish texture, while another
area is depicted above the battlefield, behind a row of
trees and floral shrubs, on a warm and luxuriant creamcolored terrain.

We know what this is in principle: at first, a ‘stable,’ static
slipping of one perfectly flat surface into another, one behind or above the other, creating thereby a rich and highly
decorative imagery, a fanciful depiction of the feudal life of
those times. The floors of the royal halls, the palace gardens
or the fields are represented vertically on the first plane,
and then, immediately, the eye passes on to succeeding
planes, which follow each other vertically, or at opposite
angles, with their princely banquets, hunting, battle or love
scenes.94

“Feast and music in bāgh-i Samanzār”
After Humay triumphs over the Faghfur, Humayun reminds him that the plain is now full of jasmines and that
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Fig. 12. Two individuals pick flowers and place them on
plates, while Humayun holds a pink flower in her left hand.
Detail of fig. 9, “Feast and music in bāgh-i Samanzār.”

the nightingales are singing in the gardens; she says that
she longs for Samanzar Garden.96 Humay immediately
gratifies Humayun’s desire; she is placed on a golden
palanquin and they head in that direction.97 Once they
arrive, the turquoise throne is placed at the pīshgāh,98
and then the festivity and music begin.99
This scene in Samanzar Garden was depicted by Junayd on fol. 40a (fig. 9) of the British Library’s Three
Masnavīs: merry makers feast, play music, and drink
while Humay and Humayun sit on the throne like royals.
A noteworthy variety of trees can be seen in the steep
terrain in the background. The poet describes the scene
as having taken place in the spring; therefore no fruit is
seen on the branches.100 Similarly, following the poet’s

remark that the feasting continued until morning,101 the
painter included a few candlesticks and a lantern as
well.
The warm, cream-colored scheme already discussed
in the case of the paintings on fol. 18b and fol. 23a appears again here on fol. 40a, one indication that this is a
garden, and certainly Samanzar Garden. One sees various floral shrubs—one with long and folded leaves, another with broad leaves with or without flowers, and still
others with broad leaves and long peduncles. In contrast
to these wild plants, which would grow on their own in
fertile lands, are the ornamental flowers that were probably cultivated by a gardener. A floral shrub with large
red flowers and a flowering tree with pink blooms can
be seen behind the throne on the middle axis. Two individuals, a male and a female, carefully pick and place
pink flowers on plates, probably as an offering to Humayun, because the painting shows her holding the same
type of flower in her left hand, while Humay holds her
right hand. He has a goblet in his other hand, and it
seems they are exchanging flower and goblet (fig. 12).
Junayd has also followed Khvaju’s words: “wine like a
rose [is] in the Shah’s hand and rose like wine [is] in the
moon’s [Humayun’s].”102 Furthermore, Junayd uses the
same element seen in the painting on fol. 23a (fig. 2):
characters in pairs stand engaged in conversation, some
side by side and others face to face,103 while another two
individuals sit close to a flowering tree. Meanwhile, the
couple that fought in the bluish landscape seen in the
“Battle of Humay and Humayun” now appears to be in
harmony, amused by a rose, wine, and love.
The poet’s description of the minstrels,104 the wine
and the rose in the lovers’ hands,105 and the presenting
of wine to the beloved106 are faithfully depicted in the
painting. Junayd, clearly attentive to the mood and ambience set by Khvaju, did not seek to alter the sense of
the scene that the poet was attempting to create. However, painters sometimes saw themselves in competition with the imagery the poet described in the text107
and often changed the setting and quality of a scene.
This occurred in the depictions of “Khusraw comes to
Shirin’s palace” in Jalayirid manuscripts of Khusraw u
Shīrīn dated 788–790 (1386–88) and 808–12 (1406–10). In
these paintings and especially in the latter manuscript,
although the poet describes the palace as hell
(dūzakh),108 a sad rocky or stone place (sangistān-i
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gham),109 or a small prison (zindān sarāy-i tang),110 the
painters, ignoring these words, portrayed a pleasant environment. Junayd, however, followed the mise-enscène described by the poet to depict an enclosed garden
or a pavilion-like mansion in the garden. In reference to
the paintings on fols. 18b, 23a, and 40a, Basil Gray has
remarked that “the artist has attuned his art to the melody of Persian lyric poetry and found the perfect proportion of text and figure subject.”111 Gray highlighted how
Junayd adhered to the poetry while developing the drama as he imagined it. For example, the painter acknowledges the rose Humayun held in her hand—as
mentioned in the poem112—but also enhances the scene
by adding some people in the background to pick similar
flowers from a tree, though these are not mentioned by
Khvaju (fig. 12). In this scene the palace is mentioned
only rarely by the poet. This was because Humayun desired to be in the natural setting of Samanzar, a field full
of flowers with a flowing stream.113 The turquoise throne
was therefore placed in the pīshgāh, an open space, as
she wished.114
The location of the pīshgāh can be determined by examining the terminology used in association with it.115
The best description for this space may be found in
Nizami’s poetry, which incidentally relates a meeting
between two lovers. When Khusraw goes to Shirin’s palace, she finds an excuse to take him into the pīshgāh in
front of the loggia.116 Shirin orders her resourceful handmaiden to bring the silky shishtāq (a kind of tent) and
pitch it in front of the loggia.117 The pīshgāh would have
been in front of either the loggia of the gateway building
or the main palace. Since Humayun expressly stated that
she wanted to be in the garden, the pīshgāh should have
been there as well, in front of the main loggia and providing a stunning view of it. The feast takes place in the
chaman, the middle court of the garden. The throne,
therefore, was in the central open space inside the garden, which is located in front of the loggia. This layout
could be compared with the inner part of the medieval
garden described by Abu Nasr Haravi118 in 921 (1515),
which indicates an open space in front of the main
building.119
To appreciate the role of the garden in Junayd’s paintings, it is necessary to refer back to the painting on fol.
23a (fig. 2). Numerous trees were depicted on the cream-
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Fig. 13. A pair of cypress trees (sarv-i nāz) with leaves of
various shapes and colors. Detail of fig. 2, “Battle of Humay
and Humayun.”

colored land between the battlefield and the rocky
mountainscape. Most of these are evergreens but other
varieties are also represented. Two very tall specimens
of a popular native Iranian variety of cypress (sarv-i nāz)
are shown together, but with differently shaped leaves
and colors (fig. 13). In this respect they are like other
paired figures in the scene that nevertheless display
varying features: e.g., the heroes are male and female
(and Humay, generally shown clean shaven, is portrayed
here with a mustache) (fig. 14);120 and both heroes and
horses don ornate armor, though with differing decoration (fig. 15). The terrains of the battlefield and the garden seen on fol. 23a, each defined by definitive borders,
feature differences in their color, texture, and plant life.
These varied terrains represent the realms of battle and
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Fig. 14. Humay’s mustache. Details of Humay’s face in three
paintings (from left to right): fig. 1, “Humay at the gate of
Humayun’s palace”; fig. 2, “Battle of Humay and Humayun”;
and fig. 9, “Feast and music in bāgh-i Samanzār.”
Fig. 15. The two heroes and their horses with differently
decorated armor. Detail of fig. 2, “Battle of Humay and Humayun.”

love. Three flowering trees with large pink flowers found
in the painting on fol. 40a can be seen on the right-hand
side of the painting on fol. 23a (fig. 16). In a thicket of
green trees, some trees with blooms peek through
(fig. 17).
Three views of Samanzar Garden have been introduced thus far with reference to Junayd’s works. There
is one more painting, on fol. 3b in the British Library’s
Three Masnavīs, that can help us to visualize another
corner of a garden (fig. 7). This painting depicts a drunken Bihzad lying down in a garden at the foot of a cypress
tree. According to the narrative, this scene does not relate to Samanzar Garden. It does, however, show some
details that have been described in the other three
paintings by Junayd discussed above. The land is covered by floral shrubs similar to those in the painting on
fol. 40a (fig. 9). The inner side of the enclosure has details found also in the painting on fol. 18b (fig. 1), which
features Humayun’s palace, namely, the denticulate
edge on top of the enclosure and the plinth course of the
wall. These similarities might show that the painter had
a particular garden in mind before he set himself to illustrating it. It is not clear which parts of his illustration
were based on his imagination or previous visual experiences. The ambience conveyed in the painting on fol. 3b
may give a hint of what he was thinking. Therefore,
while the painting on fol. 40a shows a formal space, the
pīshgāh, the painting on fol. 3b introduces a private corner to drink and remember the lover.

Fig. 16. Three trees with large pink flowers. Detail of fig. 2,
“Battle of Humay and Humayun.”
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Fig. 17. Trees in bloom. Detail of fig. 2, “Battle of Humay and
Humayun.”

THE GARDEN ACCORDING TO THE POET’S
DESCRIPTION AND IMAGINATION
According to Khvaju’s narrative, Samanzar Garden is a
summer home one-day’s ride from the main palace of
the Faghfur. Not completely isolated from hunting
grounds and coppices, it lies adjacent to a mountain
with a spring and plains covered in floral shrubs. The
palace accommodates Humayun and her retinue for a
period of two to three weeks. Her father, the Faghfur,
encamps there, and his tent (sarāparda) is pitched inside the garden when he leaves and returns from the
hunt.
Spaces such as the shabistān and harem refer to a
bustānsarāy, which is an extended mansion combined
with the garden. In addition to a ṭāram, a high-ceilinged
chamber, this mansion has one loggia facing the heart
of the garden. The area in front of the loggia, called the
pīshgāh, is a pleasant open space in spring, while the
bustānsarāy, or some parts of it, adjoined another open
space, a garden parterre known as the chaman. The concept embodied in the chaman is rather vague and needs
more extensive study. It may help to explain, to some
extent, the layout of gardens in medieval Iran. From
some of Khvaju’s verses it may be inferred that the chaman is more expansive than a lawn, a green field or a
passage in a garden. As Khvaju describes it, the chaman
is a main section of the garden—a paradise and a place
for nymphs.121 “The chaman could wear a kaftan made
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from jasmine,”122 and minstrels play their music there.123
It is sometimes used as a metonym for a green-colored
plain,124 and includes a court (ṣaḥn),125 which may be an
important part along with the garden. The poet does
not mention a ṣaḥn in his description of the palace
(bustānsarāy) of Samanzar Garden, although he also
describes some other palaces that have one. For example, in recounting Humay’s short stay in the mulk-i
khāvar, he describes the mansion there as a bustānsarāy
with an inner court.126 The readers learns about Humayun’s palace in shahr-i Chīn (the city of China) when
Humay, as he is approaching it,127 says to himself, “I
should throw a lasso [and climb up] to the roof of the
palace, go round the green gulshan (green space) and sit
on the [roof] of the palace’s iwan (loggia) and also take
a glance into the court of the bustānsarāy.”128 This type
of palace with an inner court, which is distinct from Humayun’s palace in Samanzar Garden, found a new scale
in a sarā in which Humay stays just before entering
China.129 That house was spacious enough to include a
garden inside. These descriptions show the variety of
palaces and gardens that the poet has in his mind.
THE GARDEN ACCORDING TO THE PAINTER’S
IMAGINATION AND ILLUSTRATIONS
A study of three of Junayd’s paintings of Samanzar Garden reveals different perspectives on this locale. In all
three paintings, the garden is located on a steep hillside
with a stream nearby. In terms of the variety of plants,
the garden is richer than its environs. Though grass and
small shrubs are seen beyond the confines of the garden,
this plant life becomes more prolific as one draws closer
to those boundaries. It is important to analyze how Junayd composed and created these paintings because
they represent an unprecedented milestone and innovation in the development of Persian painting.130
The painting on fol. 23a (fig. 2) depicting the garden
and its environs undoubtedly contains symbolic features, as scholars have previously mentioned. Furthermore, it includes a fruit tree, a flowering tree, and two
cypresses that could not have been the result of wild or
non-anthropogenic nature. The painting on fol. 18b
(fig. 1) shows Humayun’s palace located in a garden,
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overlooking surrounding areas. A steep hillside that appears as a precipice was possibly the product of the
painter’s imagination. According to Sheila Canby, the
garden’s enclosure is not so high as to stay the lovers’
gaze.131 The poet had previously described this enclosure as a ṭāram, more similar to a barrier than an impassable wall. The third painting, on fol. 40a (fig. 9), looks
toward the garden from the loggia and shows the chaman.
This examination could continue by looking at the
different components of the palace and surrounding areas. In addition, the poet’s narration of an ancient tale,
the painter’s perception of that narration, and our general understanding of the two processes need to be considered in order to comprehend the space they both
describe and their attending details. In this case, the
concepts presented by the poet and painter came together, contributing to our understanding of the general aspects of the garden, and bāgh-i Samanzār-i nūshāb
in particular. The small time interval between Khvaju
and Junayd likely produced this precision; at the same
time, a similar, contemporaneous visual culture may
have resulted in this closeness.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES BEYOND THE TEXT AND
ILLUSTRATIONS
Why did the painter occasionally add some extra characters to the mise-en-scène? And why did Khvaju narrate Humāy u Humāyūn as an imitation (naẓīra), as
mentioned earlier, of Nizami’s Khusraw u Shīrīn132 when
other versions of the story, such as Samak-i ʿAyyār and
Zāt al-Ṣuvar, were written based on other themes? To
answer these questions it is necessary to consider some
extraneous features beyond the narrative text—such as
the characters appearing in pairs on fols. 23a and 40a,
who do not appear in the text.
Poets and painters may make use of other concepts
and themes or other versions of a narration in constructing their own texts or images. This tendency must be
scrutinized to reveal its effect on the depiction of gardens. To determine Khvaju’s motive when he decides to
move beyond a particular text or narration, it is useful
to compare his perspective with that of Rumi. In his Zāt

al-Ṣuvar, Rumi was much more pessimistic in his attitude toward the images and icons that featured the
protagonists.133 By contrast, Khvaju’s tolerance of a taboo—viewing beautiful women—while avoiding pie
tism encouraged him to follow Nizami and Gurgani in
their genre, the dramatic romance. Khvaju referred to
Nizami and Gurgani’s text and used some features of
their narration, such as detailed conversations in front
of the palace.134 At one point Khvaju calls the heroes of
his narrative “Khusraw” and “Shirin” instead of “Humay”
and “Humayun” to emphasize and recall their sad and
emotional separation.135 In another case he calls them
“Vis” and “Ramin,” when the Faghfur orders Humayun
to be imprisoned, in recollection of Vis’ imprisonment
at the fortress of Ishkaft (diz-i Ishkaft).
Paintings in Persian manuscripts often contained
special pictorial features that the artist used to focus on
a particular metaphor or to complete an abbreviated
scene. These pictorial features rarely had any relationship to the story or scene. In order to better discern such
features in Junayd’s paintings, it is necessary first to review them in two other manuscripts. Discussing the
British Library’s manuscript of Nizami’s Khamsa,136
Mahvash Alemi compares the painting on folio 26v,
which depicts a scene from a short story of Makhzan
al-Asrār (Treasury of Secrets),137 with a poem by ʿAbdi
Biyk Shirazi (Navidi) describing the gardens of Shah
Tahmasp. Maria Subtelny mentions the special meaning
of the rose in this scene: “the scent of the rose, which is
the scent of the Prophet’s sweat, affords Sufis an ‘imaginal’ vision of the Divine.”138 Alemi continues: “This experience adds to the sense of the garden as the image of
the universe, the idea of the garden as a means to meditate on creation. The horse waiting in the background is
ready to take the viewer to the upper world, as in the
ascension of the prophet Muhammad.”139 Aqa Mirak applied the details described by Alemi to the illustrated
scene to make a connection between the court of Tahmasp, his patron, and the upper world.
In another example, the painter of the Freer’s Khusraw u Shīrīn (dated 808–12 [1406–10]) depicts “Khusraw
comes to Shirin’s palace” (fig. 18) as a nighttime scene,
even though Nizami clearly describes it as taking place
at sunrise and in the morning. The painter perhaps insisted on the nocturnal setting because that is when
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Fig. 18. “Khusraw comes to Shirin’s palace.” Nizami, Khusraw
u Shīrīn, Tabriz, 808–812 (1406–10). Washington, D.C., Freer
Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution, F1931.29, p. 85. (Photo: courtesy of the Freer Gallery of Art)

Fig. 19. “Mountain and streams.” An anthology of Persian
poetic texts, Bihbahan (Fars), 800 (1398). Istanbul, Museum
of Turkish and Islamic Art, Ms. 1950, fol. 26r. (Photo: courtesy of the Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art)

Shirin supplicates and prays to God, which the poet described in detail.140 The above-mentioned features are
pictorial metaphors that impart new meanings to a particular painting. Artists thus further developed the poets’ ideas and added details without which the paintings
would have been less effective.141 These features can in
fact be called “metapictorial,”142 since they enhance the
painting’s meaning by referring to subjects beyond the
storyline.
Such aspects can be recognized in Junayd’s paintings
on fols. 23a and 40a. Previously, it was observed that the
figures appear in pairs, face-to-face or side by side, thereby creating a unique setting for a symbolic mise-enscène. This was Junayd’s innovation. These paintings do
not contain symbolic or fantastical landscapes like those
depicted in 800 (1398) in Bihbahan (fig. 19),143 which are
described by Gray as the most conceptual in Persian
painting.144 Nor does Junayd make use of symbolic or

metaphorical pictures to highlight a concept of heaven
as Aqa Mirak did. Rather, he takes advantage of the
unique settings described by the author to create pictorial metaphors intended only to clarify his images and
concepts. Junayd was not bound to depict scenes based
on his own imagination as Clinton has mentioned painters were required to do with respect to Firdawsi, whose
text did not provide as many descriptive details as did
Khvaju’s. And unlike Aqa Mirak, Junayd applied pictorial metaphors to portray his vision of the garden and its
natural setting more clearly and to link the three scenes
depicted on fols. 18b, 23a, and 40a. Junayd’s pictorial
metaphors are thus more tangible than the metaphors
(like the one for the ascension) that were illustrated by
Aqa Mirak. Pictorial metaphors or “metapictorial” features in Junayd’s works have meaning only within the
framework of one specific painting or, as in this case,
among a linked group of paintings.
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CONCLUSION

Khvaju’s descriptions and Junayd’s depictions coalesce
to clarify the portrayal of one particular garden in the
fourteenth century. According to the poem, Samanzar
Garden was closely associated with natural features
such as a plain, hunting ground, prairie, meadow, and
coppice, as well as a highland and mountain. It included
a private palace for the princess and sufficient open
space for an encampment for her father, the king. According to the text, the palace was a harem or shabistān,
which included a high-ceilinged chamber called a
ṭāram, suitable for feasts, music, and enthronements.
Junayd expanded on Khvaju’s portrayal, and it is now
difficult to define a visual image for Samanzar Garden
without referring to his paintings. He identified various
terrains, areas, and places with different background
colors and shades. He also linked separate depictions
through his use of characteristic trees, flowers, and
plants, as well as, again, certain colors and shades. The
poet did not describe these features. Rather, Junayd illustrated them relying on Khvaju’s ghazals and/or pictorial metaphors that were either current at the time or
perhaps invented by him. These features are prevalent
in other Jalayirid manuscripts and should not be overlooked when studying Persian painting.
The paintings and the degree to which they conform
with Khvaju’s description indicate a linear spatial structure defined by a loggia facing the garden and a pīshgāh
with luxuriant open spaces. In Samanzar Garden, the
pīshgāh and its connection and extension toward the
garden court or chaman defined the structure of the garden. While no particular document on garden design
during the fourteenth century can be cited, in his Irshād
al-zirāʿa, Abu Nasr Haravi, in a section on “The layout of
the chahārbāgh and ʿimārat,” does recommend just such
a linear arrangement.
The present study could serve as a starting point for
an exploration of illustrated poetic narrations that describe natural settings and landscapes. It has revealed
some general features of the garden and the context in
which it was used. It should not be forgotten that these
general features were illustrated by Junayd’s brush and
by Khvaju’s words, and that their status as innovators
has been recognized in Persian painting and Persian
poetry.
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1983), 192–94; and on fol. 87 of a manuscript of Humāy u
Hūmāyūn by Khvājū Kirmānī, ca. 1530, now in the Harvard
Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler Museum (Gift of Philip
Hofer, 1984.452.87).
The poet had just mentioned in the last verse that Humay
had flown to Samanzar, so the palace is certainly located
in Samanzar Garden: Bi-bāgh-i Samanzār rah bar girift / dil
az Shāh u nakhchirgah bar girift. …Chū murgh-i saharkhān
navā sāz kard / bi-bāgh-i Samanzār parvāz kard. Khvājū
Kirmānī, Humāy u Hūmāyūn, 108–9.
Ibid., 109.
Ibid.
In the Lughatnāma, the term ṭāram is defined as an enclosure for a garden or orchard. See Dihkhudā, Lughatnāma,
s.v. “Ṭāram.”
In reference to a place, the term “parda sarāy” can mean a
harem, shabistān (private section of the palace), or andarūn
(inner and private section of the palace for women).
Dihkhudā, Lughatnāma, s.v.v. “Parda sarāy”; “Parda sarā”;
“Shabistān”; and “Andarūn.”
In reference to a person, the term “parda sarāy” means a
singer or minstrel.
Khvaju considered different meanings for this word.
Here the first “parda sarāy” refers to a place; we infer that
it means “harem,” since he immediately uses that word
instead. In the second instance the term refers to a singer:
Bīyāmad bi-nazdīk-i parda-sarāy / shanīd az ḥaram bāng-i
parda-sarāy. See Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Hūmāyūn, 109.
Bi-īvān dar afkanda mastān khurūsh / bar ārvarda nūshīn
labān bāng-i nūsh. Ibid., 109.
Dihkhudā, Lughatnāma, s.v. “Chūbak.”
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The ḥijāz is one of the twelve modes or modal systems (sing.
parda or maqām) in ancient Persian music. Diḥkhudā,
Lughatnāma, s.v. “ḥijāz.” See also Jean During and Zia
Mirabdolbaghi, The Art of Persian Music (Washington, D.C.:
Mage Publications, 1991).
Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Hūmāyūn, 109.
In the Lughatnāma, the term ṭāram is also defined as a
dome (gunbad), or a wooden house like a khargāh, or qubba
(dome, or dome-shaped in form); it is also a metaphor for
the heavens. Dihkhudā, Lughatnāma, s.v. “Ṭāram.”
The ḥiṣār is one of twenty-four subdivisions (shuʿbah) in
ancient Persian music—it is also the high point of ḥijāz.
The term ḥiṣār may refer to a building such as a fortress or
a castle. Ibid., s.v. “ḥiṣār.”
Dīgar bāra sāzī bi-qānūn bisākht / navāyī ḥazīn az Humāyūn
bisākht. Bizad chang bar sāz u āghāz kard / bi-bām-i ḥiṣār
īn ghazal sāz kard. First the musician starts to play, probably in the ṭāram. Then Humay plays a sad melody in
“Humāyūn,” a mode in Persian music. This demonstrates
the poet’s interest in playing with words and terms. Khvājū
Kirmānī, Humāy u Hūmāyūn, 109.
The term bustānsarāy or bustānsarā designates a building inside the garden or adjacent to it and might be an
inverted form of sarābustān, which means “garden” or
“court.” Here bustānsarāy is a constructed space inside the
garden. See Dihkhudā, Lughatnāma, s.v.v. “Bustānsarāy”
and “Bustānsarā.”
Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 112.
Shabistān bihishtī pur az ḥūr būd / va līkan zi nāmaḥramān
dūr būd. Ibid., 115. Before that, Parizad had gone to the roof
of the shabistān and led Humay to the iwan. When Humay
entered the palace, he saw many nymphs throughout the
shabistān.
Khvaju had previously written: “Mar ānrā Samanzār-i
nūshāb nām / darū sākhta qaṣri az sīm-i khām.” See Khvājū
Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 104.
For the chaman as a parterre or garden-bed area, see Maria
Eva Subtelny, “Agriculture and the Timurid Chaharbagh:
The Evidence from a Medieval Persian Agricultural Manual,” in Gardens in the Time of the Great Muslim Empires:
Theory and Design, ed. Attilio Petruccioli (Leiden, 1997),
110–28. Subtelny discusses the term chaman in her summary of the eighth chapter of Irshād al-Zirāʿa: “The area on
either side of the main water course was divided into four
raised terraces called chaman (lit., meadow), which were
probably also intersected by smaller water channels. They
were to be planted with fruit trees of the same variety: the
first with pomegranate; the second with quince; the third
with peach and nectarine; and the fourth with pear.” Subtelny draws four rectangular parterres or plots to represent
chamans in her reconstructed layout of the chahārbāgh
(p. 127). Mahvash Alemi also draws rectangular parterres
or plots to represent chamans in her reconstructed layout of the chahārbāgh: Mahvash Alemi, “Chahar Bagh,”
Environmental Design: Journal of the Islamic Environmental
Design Research Centre 1 (1986): 38–45. See also Mahvash
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Alemi, “The Garden City of Shah Ṭahmasb Reflected in the
Words of His Poet and Painter,” in Interlacing Words and
Things: Bridging the Nature-Culture Opposition in Gardens
and Landscape, ed. Stephen Bann (Washington, D.C, 2012),
95–113.
Khvaju first uses the word dihqān (farmer) in one verse and
then refers to him as the bāghbān (gardener). Zi nāgah yakī
pīr dihqān chū bād / bi-sūy-i shah az būstān rukh nahād. …
Yakī az muqīmān-i ān bārgāh / furū guft dar gūsh-i Faghfūr
shāh. Hadīs-i Humāy u shab u būstān / digar qatl-i chūbak
zan u bāghbān. See Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn,
116–17.
Ibid., 116. The old gardener asks, “Where were you [last]
night? I saw you when you left Humayun’s palace. Nobody
is allowed to enter bāgh-i Samanzār-i Nūshāb except the
Faghfur’s daughter.”
Ibid.
A straight avenue in a būstān or garden; it is also a court
or a sitting area inside the garden surrounded by trees:
“Nishastangāh-i mīyān-i bāgh.” See Dihkhudā, Lughatnāma,
s.v. “Chaman.”
Nayābad magar dukht-i Faghfūr Shāh / bi-bāgh-i Samanzār-i
nūshāb rāh. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 116.
Yakī kākh dīd andrū chūn bihisht / ʿaqīqīnsh dīvār u zarrīnsh
khisht. Ibid., 31.
Ki shāhā bidīn jāy chūn āmadī / shab īnjā būdī yā kunūn
āmadī. Ibid.
Chū dihqān dar-i būstān bargushād / maranj ar turanjī zi
shākhī fitād. Ibid., 66.
Ibid., 117.
In the Lughatnāma, the term bārgāh is described as a royal
tent, a house, and a giant tent. Dihkhudā, Lughatnāma,
s.v. “Bārgāh.”
Yakī az muqīmān-i ān bārgāh / furū guft dar gūsh-i Faghfūr
Shāh. …Valīkan naguft in ki shab tā sahar / shikast az nabāt-i
Humāyūn shikar. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 117.
Ibid., 117–18.
In the Lughatnāma, the sarāparda is described as a royal
bārgāh and a tent (khayma), and as a king’s mobile dwelling enclosed by curtain or (canvas) wall. See Dihkhudā,
Lughatnāma, s.v. “Sarāparda.”
The term bārgāh refers to a tented structure in the fourteenth century. For the meaning of bārgāh in the fourteenth
century, see Chahryar Adle, “Un diptyque de fondation en
céramique lustrée, Kâšân 711/1312,” in Art et société dans le
monde iranien, ed. Chahryar Adle (Paris, 1982), 199–218.
This word could also refer to a king’s palace. See Dihkhudā,
Lughatnāma, s.v. “Bārgāh.”
Samanrukh is the daughter of the commander of the fortress of Turan. See Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn,
122–24.
Ibid., 124
Ibid., 125.
Humay refers to their love story and not the act of capture
by the Faghfur: Z˙aʿīfī ki afgandīyash dar kamand / garash
mīkushī dar bi-rūyash maband. Ibid., 126. Daram bāz kun tā
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kisham dar barat / wa gar niy bimīram zi gham bar darat.
Ibid., 127.
Ibid., 125–37
Ibid., 137
Ki shud shah bi-nakhchīr bā barg u sāz / nayāyad bi yak
hafta az ṣayd bāz. Ibid., 124.
Previously the poet wrote: the Faghfur encamps in Samanzar garden, and his tent (sarāparda) is pitched inside the
garden when he leaves and returns from the hunt. Ibid.,
116–17
According to Oleg Grabar, “The scene appears to take
place at the very edge of the earth: crossed by a stream, a
promontory overhangs the void. It is hard to imagine how
the horseman managed to reach this delicately decorated
portal.” See Oleg Grabar, Masterpieces of Islamic Art: The
Decorated Page from the 8th to the 17th Century (Munich,
2009), 94
Ibid., 116–17.
Sheila R. Canby, Persian Painting (Northampton, 2005), 44.
Qażārā janībat bidān bīsha rānd / ki shahzāda rā pāy dar gil
bimānd. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 142.
Biguftā ki tīra shabān chūn kunī / digar rāy-i qaṣr-i Humāyūn
kunī. Ibid., 143.
Ibid., 146–48.
Ibid., 150–51.
Dihkhudā, Lughatnāma, s.v. “Khargāh.”
Bi-mah bar kashīdand khargāhrā / nishāndand bar takht-i
zār shāhrā. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 151.
Ibid., 153–58.
The painting shows Humayun removing her helmet. The
verse says: “When the King, filled with love, took out his
dagger, his beautiful-faced beloved removed her helmet.”
For the verse translation, see Grabar, Masterpieces of
Islamic Art, 95.
Grabar notes: “The image on its own simply shows a fight
between two small figures who occupy just a tiny space in
a clearing surrounded by trees and rocks; the whole scene
is suspended in a universe without worldly connection…
like a planet other than our own.” Ibid.
Fitzherbert, “Khwājū Kirmānī,” 142–43.
According to Adamova, “The miniature is as full of meanings as the poetry. First of all what impresses is the vastness
of the landscape in which the action is encapsulated. The
figures themselves are depicted, not at the centre but displaced to the lower left. They, and the two horses, gleam
with the gold of their armour set against a background of a
lawn sprinkled with flowers resembling a precious carpet.”
See A. T. Adamova, Mediaeval Persian Painting: The Evolution of an Artistic Vision, trans. J. M. Rogers (New York,
2008), 41.
Ibid.
Gray writes: “Here [fol. 18b] the left edge of the miniature
forms the flanking wall of the tall tower, on which the
composition forms a half circle. The second situation [fol.
23a] is, if possible, even more romantic: as they seek one
another, Humay encounters her in male disguise and wear-
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ing armour and visor; they fight without recognizing one
another until she takes off her helmet. This is the moment
of the painter’s choice, and again the action is surrounded
by trees and birds in flight. In both there is a stream winding across the foreground, bordered by flowering plants,
but on the near side the circle of rocks comes right round
to lap along the lower margin edge.” See Gray, Persian Painting, 51.
Ibid.
As Gray, Persian Painting, 51, notes, “Now however, the
overlapping trees and rocks are in the farther distance,
instead of the foreground, and the sense of free air is made
more sensible by presence of many birds in flight beyond
the edge of the painting, which is thus released from the
two-dimensional page.”
Baghdad, Jalayirid period, 1386–88. See Canby, Persian
Painting, 43.
Probably Tabriz, Ilkhanid period, 1330–35. New York, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Joseph Pulitzer Bequest, 1952
(52.20.2). See Marie Lukens Swietochowski and Stefano
Carboni, Illustrated Poetry and Epic Images: Persian Painting of the 1330s and 1340s (New York, 1994).
David J. Roxburgh, “Micrographia: Toward a Visual Logic
of Persianate Painting,” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics
43 (Spring, 2003): 13.
Vienna, Nationalbibliothek, Cod. N. F. 382, fol. 53a. See
Duda, Islamische Handschriften I: Persische Handschriften,
192–94.
Paris, Musée des Arts Décoratifs, inv. no. 3727. See Grabar,
Masterpieces of Islamic Art, 97; Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u
Humāyūn, 68–70.
In the painting on fol. 3b Azarafruz and Humay stand over
the drunk Bihzad in the garden in mulk-i khāvar. See Khvājū
Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 51–52. The painting, on the
sole existing folio from a lost illustrated manuscript of
Humāy u Humāyūn dated ca. 834 (1430), includes a garden
that Humay dreams of, which is like paradise; he stands in
the garden before Humayun and her attendants. See ibid.,
68–73, esp. 70.
Tehran, Gulistan Palace Library, Ms. no. 716. See Mohammed Ali Rajabi, Iranian Masterpieces of Persian Painting,
Eng. ed. Anthony Schumacher, trans. Claud Karbasi et al.
(Tehran, 2005), 39, 40, and 46.
In this case, see also the painting of “King Jamshid teaching
trades,” on fol. 6 in a version of the Shāhnāma of Firdawsi
from Herat, fifteenth century, 50s–60s. M. M. Ashrafi,
Persidsko-tadzhikskaia poeziia v miniatiurakh chetyrnadtsatogo-semnadtsatogo vv = Persian-Tajik Poetry in XIV–XVII
Centuries Miniatures (Stalinabad [Dushanbe], 1974), 27.
Tehran, Gulistan Palace Library, Ms. no. 716. See Rajabi, Iranian Masterpieces of Persian Painting, 39, 40, and 64.
For this template, see also the painting “The lover below
Sahib Jamal’s window,” on folio 26v in the second treatise of
the same anthology of 1427. Richard Ettinghausen and Bernard Berenson, Persian Miniatures in the Bernard Berenson
Collection (Milan, 1961).
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94. Léo Bronstein, Space in Persian Painting (New Brunswick,
1994), 33.
95. Fitzherbert, “Khwājū Kirmānī,” 142–43.
96. Humayun asks Humay to order [the attendants] to move
from the winter quarters (kāshāna) to the garden (bustān):
Kunūn chūn dar u dasht pur sunbul ast / zi bulbul hama bāgh
pur ghulghul ast. … bi-bāgh-i Samanzār dāram havā / ki mul
bī gul imrūz nabvad ravā. Bifarmā ki tark-i shabistān kunand
/ zi kāshāna āhang-i bustān kunand. Khvājū Kirmānī,
Humāy u Humāyūn, 202–3.
97. Chū bishnīd shah dar zamān bar nishast / ṣanam niz
dar hūdaj-i zar nishast. Janībat zi īvān bi-ṣaḥrā davānd /
bi-bāgh-i Samanzār-i nūshāb rānd. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy
u Humāyūn, 203.
98. Bizad takht-i pīrūza bar pīshgāh/ khurūsh-i mughannī bar
āmad bi-māh. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 203
99. Ibid.
100. See the section titled: “Raftan-i Humāy u Humāyūn bi-Sa
manzār-i Nūshab, bazm ārāstan dar faṣl-i bahār, ṣifāt-i
rayāhīn.” Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 202.
101. Ki Shahzāda chūn khur ʿalam bar kashīd / miy-i rūshan az
sāghar-i zar kashīd. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn,
209.
102. Mul hamchū gul bar kaf-i dast-i Shāh / gul hamchū mul bar
kaf-i dast-i māh. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 204.
103. Yves Porter notes: “Numerous details in the image answer
to metaphors in the text. Both text and image make extensive use of doublets and couplets: besides the lovers, many
onlookers are presented in couplets, either engaged in conversation or standing side by side.” Porter, “Illustrations of
the Three Poems,” 367.
104. Bar āvā-yi rāmishgarān dar chaman / gahī sarv raqqāṣ u
gah dastzan. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 203.
105. Ibid., 204.
106. Chū dastat dahad bāda-yi khushgavār / ghanīmat shimur
khāṣṣa az dast-i yār. …Malik jām-i Jamshīd bardāshta / shab
az rūy-i khurshīd bardāshta. Ibid., 205–6.
107. Jerome Clinton mentions some paintings among the illustrations of the Shāhnāma that seem to compete with the
poet’s descriptions: e.g., “Rustam stabs Suhrāb,” Princeton
University Library, Islamic Manuscripts, Third Series,
no. 310 “Peck,” fol. 22b; and “Rustam slays the White Div
[Demon],” Princeton University Library, Islamic Manuscripts, Garret no. 57, fol. 62a. See Jerome W. Clinton, “Ferdowsi and the Illustration of the Shahnameh,” in Islamic
Art and Literature, ed. Oleg Grabar and Cynthia Robinson
(Princeton, 2001), 57–78, esp. pls. 2 and 4.
108. Niẓāmī Ganjavī, Khamsa-yi Niẓāmī: Bar asās-i matn-i ʿilmīintiqādī-yi Akadimī ʿUlūm-i Shūravī, ed. A. E. Bertels, 3rd ed.,
5 vols. (Tehran, 2009), vol. 2, p. 235, line 41.
109. Ibid., vol. 2, p. 285:36.
110. Ibid., vol. 2, p. 227:33.
111. Gray, Persian Painting, 51.
112. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 204. Look also under
the title: “Raftan-i Humāy u Humāyūn bi-Samanzār-i
nūshāb, bazm ārāstan dar faṣl-i bahār, ṣifāt-i rayāhīn.”
Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 202.

113. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 202–3.
114. Ibid., 203.
115. In the Lughatnāma, pīshgāh refers to the open space in
front of a doorway (dargāh), threshold (āstān), or base
(pāygāh); it could also be located in front of a throne, frontage (jilūkhān), or loggia. See Dihkhudā, Lughatnāma, s.v.
“Pīshgāh.”
116. Shirin was worried about the scandal and told herself: If I
obey instantly instead of being impetuous, I will be infamous in the world like Visa (Vagar lakhtī zi tundī rām gardam / chū Vīsa [Vīs] dar jahān badnām gardam). Niẓāmī
Ganjavī, Khamsa-yi Niẓāmī, vol. 2, p. 368:72.
117. After placing the golden hexagonal chair in the tent in
front of the loggia she was to tell the King: “According to
a premonition [I had], it is better to sit here in this place,
an open space, today.” Kanīzī kārdān rā guft ān māh / bikhidmat khīz u bīrūn raw sūy-i shāh. Fulān shishtāq-i dībā rā
burūn bar / bizan bā tāq-i in īvān barābar. Zi khār u khāra
khāli kun miyānash / muʿanbar kun bi-mushk u zaʿfarānash.
Basāt-i gawharīn dar vay bigustar / bīyār ān kursī-yi shish
pāy-yi zar. Bina dar pīshgāh u shaqqa dar band / pas āngah
Shāh rā gū kay Khudāvand. …Ṣavāb ān shud zi rūy-i pīshbīnī
/ ki imrūzī darīn manẓar nishīnī. Ibid., 369–70:90–94, 97.
118. The author of Irshād al-Zirāʿa, a manual for agriculture and
garden design written in Herat.
119. Qasīm ibn Yūsuf Abū Naṣr-i Haravī, Irshād al-Zirāʿa, ed.
Muḥammad Mushīrī (Tehran, 1967), 280–82.
120. “This is the only painting in the whole story in which
Humāy displays a moustache.” See Porter, “Illustrations of
the Three Poems,” 366. It should be noted that Humay has
a moustache before his visit to Humayun in China. See fol.
3b in the British Library’s Three Masnavīs.
121. Chaman bāgh-i khuld u saman ḥūri ast / ʿarūs-i gulistān
gul-i sūri ast. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 202.
122. Ibid., 203.
123. Ibid., 203. See also n. 104 above.
124. Nahāda saman bar chaman ṣandalī / chaman fastaqī u
saman ṣandalī. Ibid., 204.
125. Pur az gurba-yi bīd ṣaḥn-i chaman / hama gurba-yi bīd
mushk-i khutan. Ibid., 205.
126. The poet explains that Azadeh (Adharafruz) looked for
Bihzad in the court (ṣaḥn) of the bustānsarāy when she
could not find him in the shabistān. He mentions two open
spaces—the ṣaḥn of the bustānsarāy and of the būstān—in
two verses. Chū Bihzādrā dar shabistān nadīd / zi khargah
sarāsīma bīrūn davīd. Bigardīd dar ṣaḥn-i bustānsarāy /
binālīd chūn murgh-i dastānsarāy. Basī just-u dar būstānash
nayāft/ chū ʿanqāy-i maghrib nishānash nayāft. Ibid., 51.
127. Ibid., 166–68.
128. Kamand afkanam bar lab-i bām-i kākh / ki tang ast bar
man jahān-i farākh. Ṭavāfī barīn sabz gulshan kunam / bar
īvān-i qaṣrash nishīman kunam. …kunam chashm dar ṣaḥn-i
bustansarāy / naham gush bar qawl-i dastānsarāy. Ibid.,
168–69.
129. This particular sarā is the house of Saʿdan, the merchant;
it has an inner court and also an iwan: Dar īvān-sarāyash
yakī bāgh bud / kaz u rawża-yi khuld rā dāgh būd. Ibid., 86.
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130. See Porter, “Illustrations of the Three Poems,” 359–74.
131. Canby, Persian Painting, 44.
132. For imitations of Nizami’s Khamsa, see Ḥishmat Muʿayyad,
“Dar madār-i Niẓāmī: Muqallidān-i Khusraw u Shīrīn-i
Niẓāmī,” Īrānshināsī 17 (Spring 1372 [1993]): 72–88.
133. Allāh Allāh zān diz-i Zāt al-Ṣuvar / dūr bāshīd u bitarsīd az
khaṭar. Rū u pusht-i burjhāsh u saqf u past / jumla timsāl
u nigār u sūrat ast. Rūmī, Masnavī of Rūmī, 207: 3635–36.
134. See Fakhr al-Dīn Asʿad Gurgāni, Vīs u Rāmīn, ed. Magali A.
Tʿodua and Alekʿsandre Gvaxaria (Tehran, 1970), 426–64.
Also see Niẓāmī Ganjavī, Khamsa-yi Niẓāmī, 371–95; Khvājū
Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 125–37.
135. Bipursīd Khusraw ki Shīrīn-i ʿahd / kujā mībarandash zi
kāshāna mahd. Khvājū Kirmānī, Humāy u Humāyūn, 104.
136. “Two contentious physicians,” a painting attributed to Aqa
Mirak in the Khamsa of Nizami was produced for Shah
Tahmasp, 1539–43. London, British Library, Or. 2265. See
Stuart Cary Welch, Persian Painting: Five Royal Ṣafavid
Manuscripts of the Sixteenth Century (New York, 1976).
137. The short story describes a disputation between two
physicians. It starts with this verse: Bā du ḥakīm az sar-i
hamkhānagī / shud sukhanī chand zi bīgānagī. Niẓāmī
Ganjavī, Khamsa-yi Niẓāmī, vol. 1, pp. 132–33:1–32.
138. Alemi, “Garden City of Shah Ṭahmasb,” 106. Also see Maria
E. Subtelny, “Visionary Rose: Metaphorical Interpretation
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ABSTRACT

Among literary texts, poetic narratives, because of their visual properties, yield valuable information as a source for the study of gardens in medieval Iran. This article examines the text of Khvaju Kirmani’s Humāy u Humāyūn and its earliest illustrations under the Jalayirids in Baghdad in the late fourteenth century to clarify the features of a particular garden known as bāgh-i Samanzār-i nūshāb, an enclosed space with a pavilion-like private mansion. To understand the scenes and landscape settings of this work, it is necessary to scrutinize and interpret Khvaju Kirmani’s verses as well as Junayd’s depictions
in the manuscript of the Three Masnavīs dated 798 (1396) and now in the British Library. Elaborating on Khvaju’s narrative, Junayd created three paintings of the aforementioned garden. Comparing the scenes described in the text with what is depicted in the illustrations, we see that Junayd followed Khvaju’s narrative but also introduced remarkable innovations, which he developed to create a new pictorial genre. Taken together, the paintings and the words describe a linear spatial structure defined by a loggia facing the garden and a pīshgāh, a pleasant open space in a garden court referred to as a
chaman.
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